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Heatwave frequency ‘surpasses 
levels previously predicted for 2030′ 
 By Oliver Milman, for theguardian.com  

The government has been 
urged to better articulate 
the dangers of climate 
change after a report that 
shows the frequency of 
heatwaves in parts of 
Australia has already 
surpassed levels 
previously predicted for 
2030. 

The Climate Council report 
highlights that Adelaide, 
Melbourne and Canberra 

all experienced a higher average number of hot days between 2000 and 
2009 than was expected to occur by 2030. 

Research by the CSIRO forecast that Melbourne would experience an 
average of 12 days over 35C each year from 2030, but the average over 
the past decade was 12.6 days. 

Adelaide experienced an average of 25.1 days a year over 35C in this 
time, while Canberra surpassed this mark an average of 9.4 days. 

The annual number of record hot days across Australia has more than 
doubled since 1950, according to the Climate Council report, with the 
south-east of the country at particular risk from more frequent heatwaves, 
drought and bushfires. 

Last month‘s heatwave, which enveloped much of Victoria and South 
Australia, caused 203 heat-related deaths in Victoria alone, according to 
the report. 

Tim Flannery, of the Climate Council, told Guardian Australia that 
heatwaves were the ―most dangerous natural hazards in Australia‖. 

―They kill hundreds of people and the fact they are accelerating beyond 
the predicted trends is a concern,‖ he said. ―Heatwaves are coming 
earlier, they are lasting longer and they are hotter. They build up for days 
and before you know it, elderly people, infants and the homeless are in 
danger.‖ 

On Monday, Tony Abbott dismissed talk of a link between climate change 
and drought, saying there ―have always been tough times and lush times‖. 
Last year he played down the connection between climate change and 
bushfires. 

Flannery said there was ―clear evidence‖ of these links and said the 
government had yet to articulate the dangers of climate change and how it 
would combat it. 

―We‘re not looking at these things in a linked-up way, we don‘t seem to 
recognise the relationship between the number and intensity of 

heatwaves on bushfires, and the impact on droughts,‖ he said. ―It‘s an 
inconvenient truth and people don‘t want to face the truth. 

<ReadMore> 

Canada's carbon emissions 
projected to soar by 2030 
Tar sands expected to help drive 38% increase in emissions, Harper 
government admits in submission to the UN 

By Stephen Leahy, theguardian.com 

Canada's carbon emissions will soar 38% by 2030 mainly due to 
expanding tar sands projects, according to the government's own 
projections. 

In a new report  
(pdf) to the United 
Nations, the 

Harper 
administration 

says it expects 
emissions of 
815million tonnes 
of CO2 in 2030, up 
from 590Mt in 
1990. Emissions 
from the fast-
growing tar sands 
sector is projected 
to quadruple 
between 2005 and 
2030, reaching 
137Mt a year, 

more than Belgium and many other countries, the report shows. 

Worse, Canada is likely under-reporting its emissions. An investigation in 
2013 found that Canada's reported emissions from its natural gas sector, 
the world's third largest, could be missing as much as 212Mt in 2011 alone. 

"Canada appears to have vastly underestimated fugitive emissions (leaks) 
from gas exploration," possibly because of "inadequate accounting 
methodology‖ according to the Climate Action Tracker analysis done by 
Germany's Climate Analytics, the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact 
Research and Dutch based energy institute Ecofys. 

Bill McKibben, founder of the grassroots climate campaigning 
organisation 350.org, told the Guardian: "Who'd have imagined that digging 
up the tar sands would somehow add carbon to the atmosphere? That 
Canada watched the Arctic melt and then responded like this will be 
remembered by history."  

The Harper government pulled out of the Kyoto Protocol in 2011, promising 
instead to meet a weaker target of cutting emissions 17% by 2020, against 
2005 levels.  

<ReadMore> 
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Satellite data showing how the extent of a 
heatwave. Photograph: Earth Observatory/AAP 

 

The tailings pond at the Syncrude mine north of Fort 
McMurray, Alberta, Canada. Tar sands could become a 
'stranded asset', campaigners say Photograph: Ashley 

Cooper pics/Alamy 

 

http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/02/heatwave-frequency-surpasses-levels-previously-predicted-for-2030/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29#.UyPfCT-Sz78
http://unfccc.int/files/national_reports/non-annex_i_natcom/submitted_natcom/application/pdf/final_nc_br_dec20,_2013%5B1%5D.pdf
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jan/14/canada-carbon-emissions-2030-tar-sands?CMP=EMCENVEML1631
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Japan's Fukushima Commits 
to 100% Renewable Energy 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

By Rona Fried 

Three years after Japan's nuclear meltdown, Fukushima Prefecture 
announced it will transition to 100% renewable energy by 2040. 

The region, which has a population of about two million people, doesn't 
want to return to nuclear power even as the national government remains 
committed to getting the reactors back online. A recent survey shows 
that 53% of Japan's citizens want nuclear power phased out and 23% 
want it shut down now. 

Currently, Fukushima gets 22% of its energy from renewable sources. 
One of Japan's biggest solar projects could be located there, but residents 
also want to bring back small farming communities.  

Called "Solar Sharing," farmers are growing crops underneath solar 
panels. They are growing crops like canola - which absorbs radiation - in 
an effort to decontaminate their farmland and their abandoned 
livelihoods. Solar panels are designed on a pergola-type structure that 
lets in enough sun to grow crops below.  

They are also planning 1 GW 
of offshore wind off 
Fukushima's coast by 2020, 
where a $226 million floating 
offshore wind farm project is 
already in motion.  

Nagano, the Japanese 
prefecture which hosted the Winter Olympics in 1998, has pledged to 
switch to 100% renewable energy by 2050. 

The nuclear disaster has changed the way people think about 
energy, Tetsunari Iida, director of the Institute for Sustainable Energy 
Policies in Japan, told Responding to Climate Change (RTCC).  On the 
other hand, community power development offers a sense of "local 
ownership and participation."  

In Germany, 74 regions and municipalities have already reached 100% 
renewable energy, according to the newly established Global 100% 
Renewable Energy Campaign. 

At the Warsaw Climate Summit last November, delegates were stunned 
when the Japanese national government rolled back its long-held target 
of cutting emissions 25% below 1990 levels by 2020. The new target 
is 3.8% below 2005 levels by 2020.  

Japan's Growing Pains 

After implementing the world's most generous feed-in tariff two years 
ago, Japan is now the world's second-largest solar PV market, installing 7 
gigawatts in 2013 (the country has 10.5 GW installed in total). Developers 
turned more to solar than wind or geothermal because it's cheaper and 
quicker to develop.   

The government target for solar is 28 GW by 2020 - and 40% renewable 
energy by 2030 – and corporations from Softbank to First Solar have 
been rushing to fulfill it, with 22.4 GW already approved. 

Kyocera's floating solar plant: 

But developers are 
running into a raft of 
barriers, most notably 
limits to grid capacity, but 
also finding available 
land, waiting lists for 

components and 
a shortage of qualified 
technicians.  

For example, Softbank's 
180-plus GW solar project - three large projects on the island of Hokkaido 

- has been put on hold because the utility hasn't decided which projects 
will be able to connect to the grid. 

About a quarter of all solar projects are being built on Hokkaido, Japan's 
second largest island, because it's one of few areas with  relatively large 
pieces of inexpensive land. But the grid can't handle all those projects. 
About 20% are being denied access to the grid altogether and 37% have 
been told they will have limited access, according to survey by the Japan 
Renewable Energy Foundation.  

To deal with that, the government is building the world's largest battery 
bank in Hokkaido (the northern part of Japan) and another, much 
smaller, 2 MW bank in Okinawa (the southern part) to stabilize the flow of 
solar energy. It will invest $33 billion on grid modernization and 
development over the next 10 years, particularly to spur growth of wind 
energy. 

<ReadMore> 

Water shortages could disrupt 
Britain’s electricity supply, 
researchers warn 
By Terry Macalister, for The Guardian 

Parts of Britain may be under water after the worst floods in half a 
century, but a team of top academics from Newcastle and Oxford 

University is warning 
that the country is at 
risk of water 
shortages that could 
shut down power 
stations and paralyse 
electricity supplies. 

―It is difficult to fathom 
we should start to 
think about water 
shortages in the 
middle of these 

storms but only two 
years ago areas of 
Britain were suffering 
from severe droughts,‖ 

said Ed Byers, a researcher at Newcastle University‘s engineering and 
geosciences department. 

―The high dependency on water in electricity generation means there is a 
real possibility that in just a few decades some power stations may be 
forced to decrease production or shut down if there are water shortages, 
which may be expected with changes in climate and a growing 
population.‖ 

Byers, with another Newcastle colleague and Professor Jim Hall, director 
of the Environmental Change Institute at Oxford University, has been 
studying the impact on water of the government‘s proposed different 
energy ―pathways‖ taken from the 2011 Carbon Plan. 

Their new academic paper makes clear that one Department of Energy 
and Climate Change option – of using gas or other fossil fuels with high 
levels of carbon capture and storage (CCS) – could increase fresh water 
consumption by almost 70%. 

Another option – using high levels of nuclear power – could lead to 
increases in the use of tidal and coastal water by almost 400%. Although 
sea water is clearly in much greater supply than fresh water from rivers, 
the increase in use could bring with it much more impact on the 
environment because of potentially harmful emissions. 

Using wind power, in contrast, could save water. The academics conclude 
that a high level of wind or other renewable power technology, with a 
consequent reduction of other more water-intensive power systems, could 
result in fresh water consumption falling in the electricity sector by about 
60%. 

<ReadMore> 
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Sandbags around an electricity substation close to 
the swollen river Severn in Gloucester on 
Saturday. Photograph: Ben Birchall/PA 

http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25496
http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/02/water-shortages-could-disrupt-britains-electricity-supply-researchers-warn/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29
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Higher education gets smart about climate 
change 
By Gabriela Boscio, Axum Teferra and Van Du 

The higher education sector continues to be a 
leader in climate action, and through the American 
College & University Presidents' Climate 
Commitment (ACUPCC), more than 670 institutions 
are collectively taking meaningful measures to 
mitigate climate change. In the seventh year since 
the ACUPCC's formation, the network maintains its 
growth of signatory members and is progressively 
expanding its database of higher education's 
greenhouse gas emissions and climate action 
plans. 

As demonstrated through the facts and figures 
below, there were many key achievements in the 

past year. In the new year, there will be more opportunities for continued successes. 

Successes and achievements 

As of November, 616 signatory institutions collectively submitted 1,998 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
Inventories. There were 616 institutions that submitted at least one GHG report, and 492 
institutions that submitted at least two GHG reports, with which there are datasets to analyze 
trends of emission within the ACUPCC network. 

The institutions that submitted at least two GHG reports present the following trends on their 
emissions: 

• 286 (58 percent) show a reduction totaling 2,898,816 metric tons of CO2e. 

• 198 (40 percent) show an increase of 1,196,815 metric tons of CO2e. 

• 8 show no change in their emissions. 

• The cumulative emissions reduction from these institutions is 1,702,001 metric tons of CO2e. 

The following figure highlights the net emissions reduction (in metric tons of CO2e) by the 492 
signatory institutions that have submitted 
two or more GHG reports: 

This means that 42 percent of the 
ACUPCC network have reported that 
implementation activities have resulted in 
emissions reductions. Twenty-nine 
percent have reported emissions 
increases, and 1 percent have reported 
no change in their emissions. Eighteen 
percent of respondents that have 
reported on their baseline emissions, 
however, have not reported the progress 
(as they have submitted only one GHG 

report), and 9 percent of the signatory institutions have not reported their baseline emissions 
(these institutions may not have a GHG report due yet or may have missed their deadline) as of 
November. 

Of the 286 signatory institutions that reported emissions reduction, 176 (61.5 percent) reported 
reduction of less than 5,000 metric tons of CO2e. Out of the 286, 1.3 percent reported reduction of 
more than 100,000 metric tons of CO2e. 

The following figure represents further breakdown of the 286 signatory institutions that reported 
emission reductions: 

Of the 198 signatory 
institutions that reported an 
increase in their operational 
emissions, 141 (71.2 
percent) reported an 
increase of fewer than 
5,000 metric tons of CO2e. 
Out of the 198, 1.5 percent 
reported an increase of 
more than 100,000 metric 
tons of CO2e. 

<ReadMore> 
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Tips: 
 
Now that summers are round the corner, so Air-

conditioners will be put back into service. It is most 

opportune to remind energy saving tips. Also cold 

drinks and water once again find place in the 

refrigerators in the summer, therefore electricity 

consumption for refrigerators also increase. The 

consumption of power increases suddenly during 

summers and shortage of power, forces trips and 

power cuts. Please make efforts to use these small 

tips to save energy. 

 Use ceiling or table fan as first line of defence 

against summer heat. Ceiling fans, for 

instance, it saves power and costs much less 

than air conditioners. 

 You can reduce air-conditioning energy use 

by as much as 40 percent by shading your 

home's windows and walls. Plant trees and 

shrubs to keep the day's hottest sun off your 

house.  

 One will use 3 to 5 percent less energy for 

each degree air conditioner is set above22°C 

(71.5°F), so set the thermostat of room air 

conditioner at 25°C (77°F) to provide the most 

comfort at the least cost. 

 Using ceiling or room fans allows you to set 

the thermostat higher because the air 

movement will cool the room.  

 Clean the air-conditioner filter every month. A 

dirty air filter reduces airflow and may 

damage the unit. Clean filters enable the unit 

to cool down quickly and use less energy.  

 Make sure that refrigerator is kept away from 

all sources of heat, including direct sunlight, 

radiators and appliances such as the oven, 

and cooking range. When it's dark, place a lit 

flashlight inside the refrigerator and close the 

door. If light around the door is seen, the 

seals need to be replaced.  

 Refrigerator motors and compressors 

generate heat, so allow enough space for 

continuous airflow around refrigerator. If the 

heat can't escape, the refrigerator's cooling 

system will work harder and use more 

energy.  

 A full refrigerator is a fine thing, but be sure to 

allow adequate air circulation inside.  

 Think about what you need before opening 

refrigerator door. You'll reduce the amount of 

time the door remains open.  

 Allow hot and warm foods to cool and cover 

them well before putting them in refrigerator. 

Refrigerator will use less energy and 

condensation will be reduced.  

 

http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2014/02/07/higher-education-gets-smart-about-climate-change?page=full
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Why synthetic soil holds the key to 

a sustainable future 

The production of soils is an act of sustainability, yet compost is a 
currency that can be traded 

By Rachel Armstrong, Guardian Professional, 

 

Without soil there can be no life, but we consistently neglect our soils. 
Synthetic soils could give the planet a better chance of survival, says Rachel 

Armstrong Photograph: Julian Stratenschulte/ Julian Stratenschulte/dpa/Corbis 

Space agencies have spent a lot of time looking at how soils are made so 
that we can bring them with us if we need to move or extend our 
civilisation. Soils are the foundations of every city and we need to 
understand how they can be produced if we are ever to settle frontiers 
beyond our planet. 

But, closer to home, potential uses of synthetic soil may be just as 
important for improving the sustainability of the society and economies we 
already have here on Earth. 

Soils are a form of technology. They perform useful work transforming 
one group of substances into another. Soils enabled us to make the 
transition from the sea to the land and are the heart of all organic 
regeneration. Without soils there is no terrestrial life. 

Yet we have neglected our soils. We assume they are constant when they 
are not. Soils are giant organic bodies that change with time, metabolise 
and - ultimately - die. We plaster our soils with slabs of concrete and tar 
macadam, which stop them breathing. Consequently our city soils have 
fewer bacteria and micro-organisms, so things decompose more slowly. 
We also ship our waste to concentrated tips of garbage where the refuse 
is incompletely metabolised and often cannot properly return to our soil 
systems through the process of regeneration and decay. 

Until now, creating a synthetic soil has been an agrarian practice which 
uses various techniques such as the addition of substances or organisms. 
But in my research on living materials, I am taking a 21st century view of 
soils. By thinking about the chemical systems embodied in soils and how 
these complex material systems bring about transformation, I hope to 
bring synthetic soils to the fore. 

I am starting in the built environment looking at the work of soils in our 
under-designed spaces, such as cavity walls, where they may heat our 
buildings, filter our water, adsorb toxins and insulate our living spaces. 

My work uses inorganic chemistry impregnated with gels to produce soil-
like formations, but is also using 3D printing techniques to better 
understand how soil chemistry works and may be replicated artificially. 
Soils are ecosystems and if we learn how they operate so that we can 
build them from first principles, then we may have an opportunity to 
revitalise and extend our soils so life on our planet can continue to thrive. 

The production of soils is an act of sustainability - returning something to 
the Earth that has been taken during the process of industrial production - 
yet from a business perspective compost is also a currency that may be 
traded. Soils also offer great economic and social opportunities for us: the 
production of heat, filtration systems, recycling, extending our resources. 

We are currently losing our fertile soils. They have a finite lifespan and we 
need to urgently figure out how to prolong their vitality and regenerate 
them. 

<ReadMore> 

Air pollution: European commission 
launches legal action against the UK 
 By John Vidal, for theguardian.com 

 

St Paul’s Cathedral is seen shrouded in smog in central London in April 2011. 
Air pollution limits are regularly exceeded in 16 zones across the UK. 

Photograph: Carl De Souza/AFP/Getty Images 

The UK faces fines of up to £300m a year and embarrassing court 
appearances after the European commission launched legal proceedings 
against it for failing to reduce ―excessive‖ levels of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 
air pollution from traffic, despite 15 years of warnings and several 
extensions and postponements granted to the government. 

Other European countries have also failed to meet the air quality directive 
– that should have been adopted in 2008 – but the EU environment 
commissioner, Janez Potočnik, has singled Britain out for its ―persistent‖ 
breaches of the air quality directive. The government has been sent a 
letter of formal notice of the intention to take Britain to court. The UK has 
been given two months to respond. 

In a statement, the commission said that: ―Nitrogen dioxide is the main 
precursor for ground-level ozone causing major respiratory problems and 
leading to premature death. City-dwellers are particularly exposed, as 
most nitrogen dioxide originates in traffic fumes … air pollution limits are 
regularly exceeded in 16 zones across the UK.‖ 

The affected areas are Greater London, the West Midlands, Greater 
Manchester, West Yorkshire, Teesside, the Potteries, Hull, Southampton, 
Glasgow, the east, the south-east, the east Midlands, Merseyside, 
Yorkshire & Humberside, the west Midlands, and the north-east. But the 
commission said that Britain had not presented any ―credible and 
workable plan‖ for meeting air quality standards by 2015. 

Potočnik was spurred into action by the UK Supreme Court‘s landmark 
ruling last year which declared that Britain was in breach of the directive 
and said: ―The way [is] open to immediate enforcement action at national 
or European level.‖ 

Air pollution causes 29,000 early deaths a year in the UK and the World 
Health Organisation has confirmed that air pollution causes cancer. Poor 
air quality also causes heart attacks and children living near busy roads in 
the UK have been shown to grow up with under-developed lungs. 

According to Potočnik, poor air quality is the number one environmental 
cause of premature death in the EU with a toll that outstrips road traffic 
accidents. ―It is an invisible killer and it prevents many people from living a 
fully active life. It already costs Europe €330bn-€940bn (£277bn-£789bn) 
a year in extra health costs and prematurely killed over 100,000 people a 
year,‖ he said last year. 

<ReadMore> 
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http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/technology-sustainable-future-synthetic-soil?CMP=new_1194&et_cid=53283&et_rid=5339531&Linkid=http%3a%2f%2fwww.theguardian.com%2fsustainable-business%2ftechnology-sustainable-future-synthetic-soil%3fCMP%3d%25%25_p
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-2014/potocnik/
http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/02/air-pollution-european-commission-launches-legal-action-against-the-uk/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29#.UyPiuz-Sz78
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Scotland's sustainable solution 
for recycling disposable nappies 
After the success of a kerbside pick-up scheme, two recycling firms aim to 
deal with the mountain of used nappies 

By Tim Smedley, Guardian Professional 

The average baby gets 
through approximately 
4,000 nappies before 
they are potty trained, 
every one of which 
goes to landfill. Being 
made of virgin wood 
fibre, plastic, and 
accounting for some 
4% to 7% of black bin 
waste is a big problem 
for eco-conscious 
parents and local 
authorities alike. 

A six month pilot in 
Scotland last year, however, showed that recycling nappies is 
technologically achievable and logistically possible. 

The scheme saw residents in Fife, North Lanarkshire, Perth and Kinross 
enjoy a kerbside pick-up scheme with a separate bin for absorbent 
hygiene products (AHP), the term for nappies, incontinence pads and 
some feminine hygiene products. The collections were taken to a 
recycling facility in West Bromwich to be cleaned, shredded, pulped, and 
separated into recycled cardboard fibre and plastic pellets to be used for 
roof tiles and recyling bins, among other products. 

Almost a year on from what was regarded a successful trial, domestic 
AHP is once again clogging up landfill. The recycling firm Knowaste 
closed the West Bromwich facility last May. However, both it and Zero 
Waste Scotland believe that with proof of concept now in place, a service 
for householders to recycle their AHP is only a matter of time. 

At the end of last year a rival solution came on the scene – the 
Envirocomp facility in Rochester that uses a low-energy composting 
system that also makes use of the human waste. The nappy wars are on. 

"Being the only plant in the world we were basically writing the book on 
how this process would work," says Paul Richardson, business 
development director at Knowaste. "Over the two years it provided proof 
in terms of being able to establish how to process the material and 
establish the end markets that just didn't exist at the time we started." 

Richardson insists the closed plant had outgrown its pilot facility and is in 
the process of planning several bigger sites in North London, Wales and 
Scotland. He says 2014 is likely to see one of these sites come to fruition, 
with a processing capacity of 36,000 tonnes of material. 

The energy intensity of the recycling process could even have a 
sustainable solution in the form of baby poo: it may not be recyclable, but 
it can fuel anaerobic digestion (AD). "We will look to put a small AD plant 
either in our facility or based next to an existing one so that our waste 
material can go there," informs Richardson. "We will not have another site 
that does not have [sustainable energy] attributes to it." 

Composting, meanwhile, has no such energy issues argues Andy Band, 
director of Envirocomp, whose process is already established in New 
Zealand. "It is small scale but modular ... It's a different philosophy to 
Knowaste who were looking at dealing with some 30,000 tonnes of AHP 
waste and shipping that in from some distances away. Our view is that we 
should be deploying these plants locally for local solutions." 

Whether it's Knowaste's vision of large recycling plants powered by poo or 
a multitude of local compost heaps, with more than a million tonnes of 
AHP produced in the UK, there's plenty to go around. 

For a kerbside collection to appear in your area any time soon however 
depends on the economic case, residents who can overcome the "yuk" 

factor, and the market's appetite for its end products: cardboard, plastic 
and compost. 

"There is a definite effect of landfill tax changing the UK approach to AHP 
recycling," argues Band of the annually escalating tax that is driving local 
authority waste policies. "It will make the decision-making process that bit 
easier for councils ... I think the end market will come – if we've got the 
right product then we will find the right markets." 

Scotland's target of 70% recycling of all waste by 2025 and a ban on 
biodegradable waste going to landfill by 2021, also provides fertile 
regulatory ground (as do the English and Northern Irish targets for 
recycling of 50% and 60% respectively by 2020 and Wales for 70% by 
2025). 

<ReadMore> 

Electric Vehicles Charge Forward 
With 150 Mile Range 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

Electric vehicles (EVs) are slowly winding their way into the hearts and 
minds of drivers and the pace is expected to pick up this year.  

Worldwide production of all-electric and plug-in vehicles is expected to 
rise 67% in 2014 to 403,000 vehicles, up from 242,000 last year, 
according to market research firm IHS Automotive, when they were 
the fastest growing segment of the auto industry. 

Last year, 96,000 EVs sold in the US.  

Thanks to competition, battery prices are dropping rapidly - the most 
costly component of EVs - starting this year, bigger batteries will be in 
many cars, giving them a 150 mile range.  

Battery makers now include LG Chem (Chevy Volt), Panasonic (Tesla's 
Model S) and Samsung SDI (BMW i3 and Fiat 500e).  

IHS points to two reasons for greater growth this year: more 
stringent emission standards in Europe which take effect later this year 
and the greater variety of models available on the market. 

New vehicles entering the market this year include: BMW's 
i3, Volkswagen's e-Up!, Mercedes-Benz B-Class Electric and Audi's A3 e-
tron plug-in hybrid. More product availability and greater choice will help 
widespread adoption of EVs. 

BMW i3: 

At the same time, the installed base of EV charging stations is hitting 
critical mass at over 1.1 million units worldwide by the end of this year. All 
this means the price for EVs will start coming down as more 
manufacturers enter the market, coupled with lower battery 

prices. Nissan's LEAF is 
now profitable since it 
dropped the price $6000. 

Then there are the exciting 
innovations ahead, such 
as flow batteries, Ford's C-
MAX Solar EnergiConcept 
which charges from rooftop 

solar panels, Volvo's use of car panels to store energy, which and 
Bosch's start/stop system that not only shuts the engine off when the car 
is idling, but when it's coasting - cutting fuel consumption another 10%. 

And though negligible today, the market for electric vehicles that 
are equipped with vehicle-to-grid(V2G) technologies will expand slowly 
and steadily over the coming years.  

"Compelling business models for V2G technologies are starting to emerge 
in select markets around the world, and it's expected that individually 
owned electric vehicles will be able to participate in grid services in the 
second half of this decade," says Navigant Research. They expect 
over 250,000 V2G-enabled PEVs to be sold worldwide by 2022. 

<ReadMore> 
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The average baby gets through 4,000 nappies, all of 
which end up in landfill. Photograph: ACE STOCK 

LIMITED / Alamy/Alamy 

http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/recycling-used-disposable-nappies-scotland-sustainable-solution?CMP=new_1194&et_cid=53283&et_rid=5339531&Linkid=http%3a%2f%2fwww.theguardian.com%2fsustainable-business%2frecycling-used-disposable-nappies-scot
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25421
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25421
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25521
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Heat-related deaths will rise 257% 
by 2050 because of climate change 
Number of heat-related deaths projected to increase in UK as 
temperature rise, with elderly people most at risk 

By theguardian.com 

Deaths as a result 
of hot weather are 
to soar over the 
next four decades 
as a result of 
climate change, 
researchers have 
predicted. 

The number of 
annual deaths in the 
UK that occur as a 

result of the heat will 
rise by 257% by 
2050, they said. 
Elderly people are 
most at risk, 

according to the new study. 

While the number of excess deaths seen in the summer months will rise, 
those recorded in winter will actually decrease, they said. 

Researchers wanted to try to determine the effect that climate change will 
have on temperature-related deaths in the coming decades. Their study, 
published in the Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health, 
examined fluctuations in weather patterns and death rates between 1993 
and 2006 to characterise the associations between temperature and 
mortality. 

The researchers, from Public Health England (PHE) and the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, then looked at projected 
population and climate increases so they could estimate temperature-
related deaths for the UK in coming decades. 

Researchers noted a 2.1% increase in the number of deaths for every 1C 
rise in the mercury and a 2% increase in mortality for every 1C drop in 
temperature. The number of hot weather days is projected to rise steeply, 
tripling by 2080, they said. Meanwhile the number of cold days is 
expected to fall, though at a less dramatic pace. 

At present there are around 41,000 winter-related deaths and 2,000 
excess summer deaths. 

The authors predicted that without adaptation, the number of heat-related 
deaths will increase by 66% in the 2020s, 257% by the 2050s and 535% 
by the 2080s. Cold weather-related deaths will increase by 3% in the 
2020s, then decrease by 2% in the 2050s and by 12% in the 2080s, they 
added. 

This means by 2080 there will be around 12,500 heat-related deaths and 
36,500 cold-related deaths. 

The authors said that the burden of extreme weather remains such higher 
in those over the age of 75, particularly in the over-85s. 

At present there are regional variations in excess temperature-related 
deaths and these are likely to persist, they added. The south and the 
Midlands are the regions most vulnerable to heat while Wales, the north 
west, the east of England and the south are most vulnerable to the cold. 

"The most direct way in which climate change is expected to affect public 
health relates to changes in mortality rates associated with ambient 
temperature," they wrote. "In the UK, thousands of preventable deaths 
occur naturally from cold weather and a smaller burden is also associated 
with hot weather. Future changes in climate are likely to lead not only to 
an increase in heat-related deaths in the UK, but also a proportionally 
smaller decrease in cold-related deaths." 

They added: "Our results indicate that health protection from hot weather 
will become increasingly necessary this century, and measures to reduce 
cold impacts will also remain important. Air conditioning is likely to 
become more widely used in the UK, which will reduce heat vulnerability. 
However, the distribution of cooling systems may reflect socio-economic 
inequalities unless they are heavily subsidised, and rising fuel costs may 
exacerbate this." 

Dr Sotiris Vardoulakis, head of the PHE's air pollution and climate change 
group and co-author of the paper, said: "During periods of warmer 
weather higher temperatures can lead to greater-than-usual stress on the 
body caused by heat and higher levels of air pollution, which can 
aggravate the symptoms of those with chronic conditions, such as 
cardiovascular and respiratory conditions." 

"This paper has again pointed to the anticipated growth of the UK's elderly 
population, broadly the most at-risk group from the effects of heat, and 
again states that because the UK elderly population will grow over the 
coming years, it will be even more important to plan how the country will 
cope with forthcoming temperature rises."  

<ReadMore> 

UK Greenlights Carbon Capture From 
Natural Gas 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

The first industrial carbon capture and sequestration  (CSS) project from 
natural gas has been 
given the go-ahead by 
the British government 
with Shell as the 
contractor.  

Shell UK is launching 
the design phase 
for Peterhead Carbon 
Capture and Storage in 
Aberdeenshire, 
Scotland. 

It would capture 
over 85% of CO2 
emissions that would otherwise be released into the atmosphere and 
then transport it through an existing pipeline to be buried in a depleted 
gas field 2.5 kilometers beneath the North Sea.  

After the design is completed next year, Shell and the government will 
decide whether to pursue the rest of the project. 

If it goes forward, it would capture 1 million tons of carbon emissions a 
year while providing electricity to over 500,000 homes. 

"Demonstrating carbon capture on this existing gas power station would 
enable us to test the technology and cut emissions from our energy sector 
whilst we transition to a renewable future," Lang Banks, Director of World 
Wildlife Fund Scotland, told BBC News. 

Last year, the government announced a similar project for a coal plant in 
Yorkshire, the White RoseCCS project.  

Both projects are receiving a combined £100 million from the government 
for the design phase. By 2050, the government says, CCS could provide 
more than 20% of the country's electricity and save more than £30 billion 
a year to meet its climate targets. 

The UK has very aggressive climate targets to reach: reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions 50% below 1990 levels by 2020 and 80% by 
2050. Another target is for 30% of electricity to come from renewable 
energy by 2020. Scotland's goal is to generate 100% of electricity 
from renewables by 2020.  

Norway's $1 billion capture and storage plant is the largest in the world. 

<ReadMore> 
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An elderly couple enjoy an ice cream on Brighton Pier in 

the summer heatwave of 2013. Heat-related deaths are 

expected to rise by 2050, as global warming causes 
temperatures to rise Photograph: Keith 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/feb/04/heat-related-deaths-climate-change?CMP=EMCENVEML1631
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25553
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State of Green Business: 
Energy storage becomes a 
game-changer 
By Joel Makower, 

One of a series of excerpts from the 2014 State of Green Business report 
(download here). 

One of the big technology stories of 
2013 had to do with batteries. Not 
your garden-variety AA or D type, or 
even the rechargeables found in 
phones, laptops and cordless 
appliances. We're talking about 
large-scale batteries that provide 
energy storage for the grid. That 
story will become even bigger in 
2014, as technology and economic 
forces begin to solve one of the big 

hurdles to a low-carbon energy future. And it increasingly will affect how 
many companies and commercial and industrial building owners manage 
energy. 

The ability to cost-
effectively store energy to 
power buildings is nothing 
less than a game-changer. 
For starters, it enables 
renewable energy to more 
easily become cost-
effective. No longer do 
solar- and wind-energy 
customers need be subject 
to the vagaries of the sun 
and wind. Energy can be 
produced when it's shining 
(or blowing) and saved for a rainy day, literally. 

Battery technology is nothing new, but for years companies have been 
trying to create a new generation able to store megawatts of energy —
 enough to power homes and businesses. Doing so not only will benefit 
renewables, but also will make homes and businesses better able to 
withstand outages or disruptions. After years of hard work, the 
technologies finally are achieving the price and performance targets 
needed to make the competitive. 

The growing commercial uptake is due in large part to technological 
advances, but also in response to Superstorm Sandy and other extreme 
weather events that knocked out power to large areas, and knocked some 
companies for million- or billion-dollar losses. Suddenly, back-up power is 
looking more and more like a necessity. 

Fortunately, the technology is marching forward. There are now 29 energy 
storage technologies in use worldwide, according to Navigant Research. 
They range from the conventional — refrigerator-sized bundles of lithium-
ion batteries (the kind used in laptops, among other places) — to, well, 
the less conventional, such as capacitor batteries, lithium titanate oxide, 
nickel-iron and solar thermal. That's a lot of technologies, and there no 
doubt will be a shake-out, as we've seen with solar and many other 
technologies. 

The sheer number is a factor of the global interest in harnessing energy 
storage to store both renewable and nonrenewable energy, to be used at 
times it is needed most, whether on a daily basis or for "just in case." Asia 
seems to be taking the lead on energy storage, in particular China and 
Japan, for somewhat different reasons: China to make maximize use of 
renewables instead of polluting coal plants, and because its grid remains 
shaky and in need of reliable power; Japan in response to the Fukushima 
nuclear power plant disaster, which has resulted in dramatic increases in 
demand for renewable and backup power. 

But the situation isn't that different in North America, Europe, Russia and 
the Middle East. As energy grids become more diversified and bigger, 
there are emerging opportunities for large-scale energy storage systems. 

<ReadMore> 

Veganuary could be a stepping stone 
to more sustainable eating 
Go vegan for January? How short-term, positive campaigns could help 
people reconsider the way they eat 

By Damien Clarkson, theguardian.com 

 

A boy enjoying a mass of tomatoes on a vegetable stall at Brighton Open 
Market. Photograph: Alamy 

What if I said you could switch to a diet of tasty, healthy food, which could 
reduce your weight and lessen your impact on the environment, more so 
than if you stopped driving and flying? What if this meant you would be 
eating no eggs, dairy, meat or fish? 

This January thousands of people have joined the Veganuary campaign, 
stepping up to the challenge of giving veganism a go for 31 days. 

Traditionally the vegan message has been focused on ending cruelty to 
animals, but veganism achieves much more. There are many health and 
environmental benefits to be found in adopting meat-reductionist diets and 
thinking more about what we eat. With Veganuary we wanted to take a 
relaxed, non-judgmental approach, asking people to take part whatever 
their motivation. Our goal is to provide a supportive stepping stone 
towards adopting a vegan diet for January, and hopefully to shift the diets 
and perceptions of thousands of people. 

We've been overwhelmed by the reaction. In just two months, the 
Veganuary Facebook community has grown to 5,700, with no major 
advertising spend or media coverage. There's a real desire by participants 
to document and share their experiences online; they support one another 
daily as they learn, as well as accessing experienced vegans who are on 
hand for advice. Taking part this year, Emma Spradbury said: "I've 
enjoyed the Veganuary site and followers' support. I'm pleased to now be 
more educated and in a position to counter many of the negative and 
stereotypical comments about veganism." 

Veganuary founders Matthew Glover and Jane Land wanted to create a 
campaign with mass appeal. "We chose to focus more on the health 
aspect of veganism and how great the food can taste, rather than on the 
ethics and environmental issues. In many respects this goes against the 
grain of why we became vegans, but we've tried to 'put ourselves in the 
shoes of non-vegans' and consider what might motivate them to consider 
a vegan diet." Matthew continued, "However, the ethical arguments are 
still within the campaign materials when people are ready for them." 

Part of the inspiration to approach behavioural change in this way was a 
talk by animal-rights campaigner Tobias Leenaert. His insight was that 
health and taste were more-common entry points to meat-reduction than 
the environment and animal welfare. But that over time people who 
started doing a Meat Free Monday or a Veggie Thursday often gradually 
became more interested in the animal welfare aspects. 

<ReadMore> 
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Lithium-ion battery (Credit: Janaka Dharmasena 

via Shutterstock) 

http://www.greenbiz.com/research/report/2014/01/19/state-green-business-report-2014
http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2014/02/19/state-green-business-energy-storage-becomes-game-changer?page=full
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/veganuary-campaign-sustainable-eating-vegan-diet?CMP=new_1194&et_cid=53283&et_rid=5339531&Linkid=http%3a%2f%2fwww.theguardian.com%2fsustainable-business%2fveganuary-campaign-sustainable-eating-vegan-diet%3fCM
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New campaign seeks to drive low-
carbon urban transportation 
By Holger Dalkmann 

CO2 emissions — due 
in large part to urban 
transport — and 
projected to 
generate 65 percent of 
global economic growth 
by 2025, they are the 
battleground where the 
fight for sustainable 
development will be 
won or lost. Human 
society has a lot riding 
on the safety and 
efficiency of the 

transport sector. Transport not only has the potential to enhance or 
degrade the public spaces, health and economic dynamism of where the 
majority of humanity lives — in cities — it also has a significant impact on 
our planet. 

With cities already producing 75 percent of global 

So it‘s encouraging that some major players recently called for action so 
that cities and their transport systems can grow sustainably. Two weeks 
ago, EMBARQ, the sustainable transport and urban development 
program of the World Resources Institute (WRI), and the World Bank co-
hosted Transforming Transportation, with the support of a team of partner 
organizations. 

The two-day event concluded with the announcement of Transport 
Delivers, a global campaign calling city and national leaders to better 
integrate sustainable transport into policy discussions on development 
and climate change. If the campaign‘s objectives are fully implemented, 
they could be a game-changer for today‘s cities — as well as tomorrow‘s. 

Transport Delivers 

Transport Delivers, spearheaded by the Partnership on Sustainable Low 
Carbon Transport (SLoCaT), will help create and promote a collective 
voice on sustainable, low-carbon transport. These proposed actions aim 
to inform political discussions of both the Open Working Group on 
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the deliberations under 
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. Given the 
upcoming Climate Summit 2014 hosted by United Nations Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon, the definition of the SDGs and the 20th and 21st 
Conference of the 
Parties to the 
UNFCCC in Lima in 
2014 andParis in 
2015, the next two 
years represent a 
critical opportunity to 
embed transport into 
the heart of global 
climate change and 
development 
commitments. 

The Transport Delivers 
campaign was 
announced by Cornie 
Huizenga, joint 
convener of SLoCaT. 
Because building a sustainable future for our society and our planet 
requires a goal-driven strategy, Transport Delivers has articulated four 
calls to action to accelerate the implementation of sustainable transport 
solutions such as public transport, bike lanes and pedestrian walkways. 
These new objectives build on the voluntary commitments on sustainable 

transport developed at the Rio+20 Conference on Sustainable 
Development in June 2012. 

<ReadMore> 

Cheap batteries will revolutionise 
the renewable energy market 
By Chris Huhne, for The Guardian 

News this week, from 
opposite ends of the 
planet, that points to 
the convulsion of 
change about to hit the 
global economy. The 
first report came from 
Palo Alto, California, 
headquarters of the 
Tesla electric car 
company. Tesla‘s car 

produces no carbon 
emissions (so long as 
the electricity that 
charges its batteries is 

also low carbon). Tesla‘s chief executive, Elon Musk, announced it would 
invest in a $4bn-$5bn ―gigafactory‖ doubling the world‘s production of 
lithium-ion batteries. These power your mobile phone, but also Tesla‘s 
high-end luxury electric cars. The objective is to cut battery prices by 30% 
in three years, and to halve them by 2020. 

Since battery cost is the main obstacle to electric cars, this is potentially 
game-changing. It would allow electric cars with a 200-mile range to 
compete with the Ford Mondeo and not just the BMW 5-series (Tesla has 
already spurred the Bavarian luxury car-maker into an electric response). 

Tesla is treading the route first mapped by Henry Ford, whose mass 
production of the Model T halved the price of US cars. The same 
happened with computer memory and, more recently, solar panels, whose 
price collapsed by half in just over a year. 

Nor is scale the only likely development in batteries. There is work going 
on in nanotechnology, making things tiny. This allows a much greater 
surface within a given size of battery, so that charging will be quicker, and 
storage capacity higher. If scale and technology work their miracles, 
cheap batteries will disrupt many more industries than cars. 

Most fundamentally, it will make the transition to low-carbon electricity far 
easier. Renewables like solar and onshore wind are coming down 
dramatically in price – the industry forecasts they will be cheaper than grid 
electricity in most of the world by 2025 – but they have a key 
disadvantage: they do not produce electricity when people want it. 

This matters. The UK is typical in having an enormous variation in 
electricity use through the day, with demand when the kettles go on in the 
Coronation Street ads nearly double that in the early morning. Wind and 
solar cannot meet this without a cheap and effective battery solution. 

Car batteries can be used to store and then provide electricity when 
demand peaks. And battery packs in the loft could charge up when the 
sun shines and the wind blows, and then supply heat, light and boiling 
water on winter evenings. Tesla‘s battery plant brings that prospect far 
closer. 

Hot on the heels of Tesla‘s news, there is a report from Essen in 
Germany, a Ruhrland town at the heart of the last industrial revolution. It 
is where RWE – one of Europe‘s biggest power utilities and owner of the 
UK‘s npower – this week announced an annual loss of €2.76bn, its first 
since 1949.  

Until now power utilities have been regarded as among the safest of blue 
chip stocks,. No longer. RWE‘s loss followed a record loss posted by one 
of the world‘s biggest electricity generators, France‘s GDF Suez. The 
change, as RWE made clear, was due to its failure to move quickly 
enough into renewables, which are causing massive changes to the 
German electricity grid. 
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A variety of wheels in Pune, India (Credit: 

willi_hybrid via Flickr) 

Elon Musk, the CEO of Tesla Motors, posing with 
with a Tesla elecric car in Times Square. 

Photograph: Mark Lennihan/AP 

<ReadMore> 

 

http://www.wri.org/blog/qa-jennifer-morgan-how-do-we-secure-strong-international-climate-agreement-2015
http://www.wri.org/blog/qa-jennifer-morgan-how-do-we-secure-strong-international-climate-agreement-2015
http://www.wri.org/blog/qa-jennifer-morgan-how-do-we-secure-strong-international-climate-agreement-2015
http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2014/02/05/delivering-sustainable-transport-world-cities?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRolvKXIZKXonjHpfsX56ukkXaG3lMI%2F0ER3fOvrPUfGjI4CSMtiI%2BSLDwEYGJlv6SgFSLHEMa5qw7gMXRQ%3D
http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/03/cheap-batteries-will-revolutionise-the-renewable-energy-market/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29
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Why recycling smartphone batteries is 
vital for sustainability 
By Tim Smedley, Guardian Professional 

Collecting the batteries we keep stored and unused at home is an urban mining resource 
that is woefully underexploited. Photograph: Carlos Barria/REUTERS 

Few smartphone batteries end up in a landfill. In part this is thanks to 
strict UK and EU landfill regulation and directives on battery disposal. But 
even countries without regulation tend not to throw away the lithium-ion 
batteries that power smartphones and the majority of portable electronic 
equipment, due to their reusability and the salvageable metals they 
contain. 

The bad news is that the current recycling rate of lithium-ion batteries is 
poor. Friends of the Earth reports that the amount collected for recycling 
in the EU in 2010 was an estimated 1,289 tonnes, accounting for only 4-
5% of the lithium-ion batteries sold that year. Instead, rather than recycle 
our old mobile phones we tend to keep them unused in drawers, trapping 
within them the precious metals they contain. 

When Sony introduced the first rechargeable lithium-ion battery in 1991, it 
rapidly replaced the more toxic alternatives on the market such as nickel 
cadmium. The main metal component of lithium-ion batteries is cobalt, 
accounting for 10-20% of the battery, plus small amounts of nickel, copper 
and aluminium enclosed in plastic, and a liquid electrolyte solution. These 
can be and are recycled. 

The metals are typically recovered in a high-temperature process that 
fuses them together as an alloy, sometimes using the plastic casing as a 
fuel. Umicore, the biggest recycler of lithium-ion batteries in Europe and 
also a major manufacturer of battery parts for Asia‘s smartphone 
manufacturers, uses this process and believes that recovering metals this 
way has a 90% smaller ecological footprint than primary mining. 

―The content of precious metals is something like 100 times that which 
you find in the ground‖, explains Sybolt Brouwer, head of battery recycling 
at Umicore. ―Portable batteries contain 10% or more of cobalt, that‘s an 
amount that you do not find in nature as such. So you don‘t need to look 
further than the ‗urban mine‘ to find very rich materials.‖ 

The resources of urban mining – in this context, collecting the batteries 
we keep stored and unused at home – is woefully underexploited. The 
vast majority of metals in smartphone batteries come from primary mining, 
often from processes that cause great environmental damage and from 
countries with few environmental regulations. The world‘s biggest 
producer of cobalt is the Democratic Republic of Congo, with stories of 
acid dumping and child labour commonplace. 

Another destination for unwanted smartphones is the valuable secondary 
market in Asia and Africa. ―We take everything that comes to us, but there 
are certain streams that don‘t come our way because of the economics‖, 
says Scott Butler, managing director of UK-based European battery 
recycler ERP. ―The amount of mobile phone and smartphone technology 
that we get back is incredibly tiny‖. He doesn‘t rule out some of it ending 
up in the bin either for the simple reason that, ―if it fits in a bin, there‘s a 

good chance it ends up in a bin‖. Modern landfill sites should be 
sufficiently equipped to avoid toxic leakage from phones disposed of in 
this way, but the greater environmental damage is really caused through 
the subsequent loss of resources and the ongoing need for primary 
mining. 

<ReadMore> 

Richard Branson pledges to turn 
Caribbean green 
By John Vidal, for The Observer 

The palm trees and 
billiard table have been 
shipped in, work on the 
infinity pool 
overlooking the coral 
reef is progressing and 
the tennis courts are 
celebrity-ready. But 
few of the super-luxury 
buildings rising on 
Moskito island‘s 

beaches are finished 
yet. 

Moskito is Sir Richard 
Branson‘s number two 
Caribbean island, but it will soon be his new family complex. It is just over 
a mile from Necker island, which he bought in his 20s for £250,000 and 
now rents for £40,000 a night. 

Both islands are eco-trophies for Britain‘s best-known entrepreneur, but 
his plans to ditch the use of diesel power and to generate electricity from 
wind and solar are expected to have a profound impact on dozens of far 
poorer nearby islands facing crippling debt, hurricanes and climate 
change. 

Last week Branson hosted a summit of financiers, politicians, energy 
companies, lawyers and others on Moskito and Necker to work up a plan 
to ―green‖ the Caribbean, island by island. Five prime ministers and 12 
governments, as well as international bankers and investors, heard 
renewable energy experts explain how the region‘s islands, which 
currently generate nearly all their electricity from diesel, could save 
hundreds of millions of dollars a year and reduce emissions by 50% or 
more. 

Necker and Moskito will be 75-80% converted to use renewable energy 
and become working models for how other islands could cut expensive 
diesel imports, while all Caribbean governments will be offered a technical 
and financial blueprint on how to switch, by US energy thinktank the 
Rocky Mountain Institute and Branson‘s green business group, Carbon 
War Room. 

So far the governments of Aruba, St Lucia, the British Virgin Islands, St 
Kitts and Nevis, Grenada, the Turks and Caicos, Dominica and the 
Colombian islands of Providencia and San Andrés have said that they will 
aim to increase their use of renewable energy and cut diesel imports. Last 
week the US government‘s private-sector lending arm said it would 
support the efforts by the islands to go green by offering loans of up to 
$250m for renewable energy and energy-saving projects. 

―This is personal and global. Moskito is now our family home. We know 
that islands will suffer the most from climate change and sea level rise. 
Reefs will be devastated, and wildlife decimated,‖ Branson told the 
Observer in an interview. ―It‘s realistic to think that whole islands could be 
75-80% clean energy in four to five years. It might not make sense to do 
the last 25%, but they all ought to be able to go 75-80% using wind and 
solar energy. 

―Governments [here] need help. I think a lot of ministers may be new to 
the job; they can‘t be experts at climate or energy. Some need a helping 
hand to make the transition to renewables. We can really save families 
40% of what they have to pay for electricity,‖ he said. 

<ReadMore> 
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Richard Branson says Caribbean islands could use 

renewables for most of their energy needs within five 

years. Photograph: Jenny Bates for the Observer 

http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/02/why-recycling-smartphone-batteries-is-vital-for-sustainability/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29
http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/02/richard-branson-pledges-to-turn-caribbean-green/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29#.UyQOej-Sz78
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Could Corn Ethanol Finally Fade 
Away? 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

By Cheryl Kaften 

Could Corn Ethanol Finally Fade Away? 

Last December, Senators Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) and Tom Coburn (R-
OK) took a bold step - they introduced legislation to eliminate the mandate 
that puts 10% corn ethanol into every gallon of gas at the pump - the Corn 
Ethanol Mandate Elimination Act of 2013. 

The previous year, Congress allowed the industry's tax breaks to expire. 

Says Senator Feinstein in her blog: "I am pleased to join Senator Coburn 
and others on a bill to eliminate the federal corn ethanol 
mandate from the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS), while maintaining 
provisions designed to grow the low-carbon biofuel industry. 

"Under the corn ethanol mandate in the RFS, roughly 44% of U.S. corn is 
diverted from food to fuel, pushing up the cost of food and animal feed 
and damaging the environment. Oil companies are also unable to blend 
more corn ethanol into gasoline without causing problems for 
automobiles, boats and other vehicles. I strongly support requiring a shift 
to low-carbon advanced biofuel, including biodiesel, cellulosic ethanol and 
other revolutionary fuels. But a corn ethanol mandate is simply bad 
policy." 

The legislation came shortly after the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency - for the first time - proposed lower volumes of ethanol for 
2014. EPA proposes that ethanol volumes be reduced by 3 billion gallons, 
to 15.21 billion gallons this year. 

The lower volume is necessary 
to prevent ethanol levels from 
growing to more than 10% in 
gasoline blends because 
petroleum demand in the US is 
down. Unless vehicles can 
handle E15 (15% of ethanol), 
the additional ethanol can 
cause problems in gasoline 
engines. It could also raise 

prices at the pump. Ford, GM and Honda say all their vehicles are 
approved for E15, but others aren't. 

That set up a firestorm which continues to this day, with the petroleum 
industry strongly in favor (which wants the Renewable Fuel Standard 
repealed) and the ethanol industry and corn-producing states strongly 
against the change. 

In fact, the ethanol industry is lobbying for an ethanol blend of 15%. Bob 
Dinneen, President of the Renewable Fuels Association (the trade 
association for the ethanol industry) says cutting the 
mandate after farmers harvested the largest corn crop in US history (14 
billion bushels, a 30% increase from 2012), is "monumentally stupid." 
"This legislation ought to be entitled ‗The Oil Monopoly Protection Act of 
2013,'" he told The Hill. 

Also in favor getting rid of the ethanol mandate are these industries: 
prepared food industry; dairy, beef and poultry (they want the corn to feed 
animals); engine manufacturers and boaters; hunger relief organizations 
and environmental groups (who don't want corn to dominate agricultural 
acreage over many other crops). 

Many studies show that corn ethanol supports have been very 
costly, because it's produced and transported using fossil fuels (more 
greenhouse gas emissions), and encourages further clearing of land for 
food, which is decimating remaining native prairies.    

On the other hand, ethanol plants have become much more efficient 
especially compared to much dirtier Canadian tar sands fuel, which is 
increasingly being used in the US. 

The use of ethanol has supplanted billions of gallons of petroleum, part of 
the reason for lower oil demand. That's the source of the oil industry's 
ferver over the issue - it threatens the industry's de facto monopoly on 
transportation fuels. Reining in or preferably repealing the Renewable 
Fuel Standard is a top priority for oil companies.  

<ReadMore> 

Cookstove designs are failing the 
poorest communities 
Cookstoves are desperately needed in refugee camps but current designs 
aren't working. Bottom-up innovation is vital 

By Jo Confino and Laura Paddison, Guardian Professional 

With all the knowledge and 
technology we have at our 
disposal, why is it proving 
so difficult to design and 
create simple and efficient 
cookstoves for the three 
billion people who use 
them in the developing 
world? 

This is the question posed 
by T. Alexander Aleinikoff, 
the United Nations deputy 
high commissioner for 
refugees, who complains 

that stoves are being designed with little thought for the people who use 
them. 

The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR) gets sent a steady stream of newly designed cookstoves from 
entrepreneurs around the world, but none of them has so far come up to 
scratch. 

Every year around four million people die from smoke inhalation. 
Inefficient stoves, which rely on solid fuels, also contribute to climate 
change and deforestation. 

"We're in the situation where everybody and his brother has invented a 
cookstove and none of them have really worked well for us,' says 
Aleinikoff. 

"I've been in refugee camps where large, beautiful solar cookstoves were 
used as storage places because they didn't cook the food fast enough." 

Aleinikoff says designers mistakenly think they can come up with a one-
size-fits-all approach, failing to understand the cultural complexity of 
cooking or the conditions in which the stoves are used. 

"The stoves that we get are from people who sat in laboratories and said 
'gee this kind of gas is very efficient'. But what does it cook? What is the 
food refugees want to cook? When do they cook it? How does it fit into 
their social and cultural patterns?" 

He says the UNHCR needs to become more innovative in its approach, 
as the current organisational culture does not encourage flexibility among 
field staff to adapt to different circumstances. 

Aleinikoff says: "When I was in Dollo Ado [Ethiopia] this last week, I was 
standing in one part of the camp and there were these mesh structures 
and I said 'what are these?', and was told 'these are the kitchens we've 
built outside the homes but no-one's using them; they didn't work'. 'Who 
designed them?' I asked. 'We designed them back in headquarters' was 
the response." 

Aleinikoff points to some areas around refugee camps that have been 
virtually stripped of trees, and says this also causes conflicts with the 
established local community. 

Per Heggenes, the CEO of the Ikea Foundation, which has formed a 
strategic partnership with the UNHCR, believes this is exactly the type of 
area in which philanthropy can make a practical difference. 

<ReadMore> 
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Cookstove designs are not working because the 
design process has not been bottom up, starting with 

the needs of those who use them. Photograph: 
Mohamed Nureldin Abdallah/REUTERS 

http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25502
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/cookstoves-design-poor-communities-refugees-unhcr-ikea?CMP=new_1194
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New ozone-destroying chemicals 
found in atmosphere  
By Damian Carrington, for theguardian.com 

 Dozens of mysterious 
ozone-destroying 

chemicals may be 
undermining the recovery 
of the giant ozone hole 
over Antarctica, 
researchers have revealed. 

The chemicals, which are 
also extremely potent 
greenhouse gases, may be 

leaking from industrial 
plants or being used 
illegally, contravening the 

Montreal Protocol which began banning the ozone destroyers in 1987. 
Scientists said the finding of the chemicals circulating in the atmosphere 
showed ―ozone depletion is not yesterday‘s story.‖ 

Until now, a total of 13 CFCs and HCFCs were known to destroy ozone 
and are controlled by the Montreal Protocol, widely regarded as the 
world‘s most successful environmental law. But scientists have now 
identified and measured four previously unknown compounds and warned 
of the existence of many more. 

―There are definitely more out there,‖ said Dr Johannes Laube, at the 
University of East Anglia. ―We have already picked up dozens more. They 
might well add up to dangerous levels, especially if we keep finding 
more.‖ Laube and his colleagues are in the process of fully analysing the 
dozens of new compounds, but the work completed on the four new 
chemicals shows them to be very powerful destroyers of ozone. 

Laube is particularly concerned that the atmospheric concentrations of 
two of the new compounds, while low now, are actually accelerating. 
―They are completely unimpressed by the Montreal Protocol,‖ Laube told 
the Guardian. ―There are quite a few loopholes in the Protocol and we 
hope some of these are tightened. But the good news is that we have 
picked up these [four] early.‖ The chemicals take decades to break down 
in the atmosphere, meaning their impact on ozone and climate change is 
long-lived. 

―This research highlights that ozone depletion is not yesterday‘s story,‖ 
said Prof Piers Forster, at the University of Leeds, who was not involved 
in the study. ―The Montreal Protocol – the most successful international 
environmental legislation in history – phased out ozone-depleting 
substances from 1987 and the ozone layer should recover by 2050. 
Nevertheless this paper reminds us we need to be vigilant and continually 
monitor the atmosphere for even small amounts of these gases creeping 
up.‖ 

The new research, published the journal Nature Geoscience, analysed air 
samples captured since the mid-1970s in several ways. Air bubbles 
trapped in snowpack in Greenland, samples taken by scientists in 
Tasmania and others collected by aircraft flying 13 miles above Europe 
were all analysed. The team found three new CFCs and one HCFC, none 
of which had been identified before. ―I was surprised no-one had picked 
these up before,‖ said Laube. At least 74,000 tonnes of the four newly 
discovered chemicals have been emitted, the scientists estimate, 
although in the 1980s one million tonnes of other CFCs were pumped into 
the atmosphere every year. 

Despite the production of all CFCs having been banned since 2010, the 
concentration of one – CFC113a – is rising at an accelerating rate. The 
source of the chemicals is a mystery but Laube suggests that CFC113a 
may be being used as a feedstock chemical in the production of 
agricultural pesticides. ―But we can‘t rule out illegal sources,‖ he said. 

CFCs and HCFCs were used mainly in refrigeration and aerosol sprays 
but, in 1985, scientists discovered the Antarctic ozone hole. It grew in size 
from almost nothing in 1979 to a peak of 26.6m sqkm in 2006. As the 

Montreal Protocol has taken effect, it has recovered slowly, shrinking to 
21.0m sqkm in 2013. Ozone screens out harmful ultraviolet rays from 
sunlight that can cause cancer in humans, as well as damaging marine 
life, crops and animals. 

<ReadMore> 

White Roofs Win As 'Coolest' Roof 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

By Heleigh Bostwick 

It's no surprise that white roofs triumph over black ones when it comes to 
mitigating climate change, but as a recent study points out - on economics 
at least, white roofs also beat out green roofs. 

"Both white and green roofs do a good job at cooling the 

building and cooling the air in a city, but white roofs are three times more 
effective at countering climate change than green roofs," says Arthur 
Rosenfeld, scientist emeritus at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, and co-
author of their report that compares white, green, and black roofs based 
on economic benefits.  

The study compares the three kinds of roofs on their cost-effectiveness 
over a 50-year time span by analyzing 22 commercial flat roof projects. It 
assumes a 20-year life for white and black roofs and 40 years for green 
roofs. 

As the world's populations move to cities, heat islands are an increasing 
driver of global warming and human health problems. Carbon absorbing 
trees and soil are replaced by black, heat-absorbing roads and roofs, 
raising surface temperatures by as much as six degrees Fahrenheit. 

While green roofs 
provide stormwater 
management and 
clean the air along 
with other benefits, 
they don't cut 
energy use as 
much, the study 
concludes. White 
roofs reflect about 
three times more 
sunlight than green 
roofs - they can be 
50°F cooler during 
the heat of 
summer, keeping 

building interiors several degrees cooler.  

This was clearly demonstrated last spring in Chicago's 

"Battle of the Bulbs" competition when two buildings - one with a green 
roof, the other with a white roof - competed on which had lower electric 
bills. The white roof won, saving more than $40,000 in electric bills over 
the green roof. 

And white roofs are cheap - all it takes is a coat of paint, while it costs 
$10-$35 per square foot for a green roof.  

"When we started the study it wasn't obvious that white roofs would still 
be more cost-effective over the long run, taking into account the longer 
service time of a green roof," notes Benjamin Mandel of Berkeley Lab. 

Another study by the Environmental Protection Agency offers more 
refined results. Scientists found that white roofs save more energy in 
warmer climates. In northern climates, cooling a building could require 
more use of heating fuels in the winter, they say. Although green roofs 
don't cool a building as well in the summer, they may keep northern 
buildings slightly warmer in the winter. 

One thing that's certain is that black roofs have got to go - in addition to 
being a poor choice in terms of energy bills and climate change, they 
pose significant health risks during the summer in urban areas.  

<ReadMore> 
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The ozone hole reached its biggest extent for the 
year on 26 September, 2013. Photograph: NOAA 

http://marketspace.thinktosustain.com/2014/03/new-ozone-destroying-chemicals-found-in-atmosphere/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+thinktosustainrss+%28ThinktoSustain.com-Marketspace%29
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/25492
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Chevy Does It Right! Supports 
Clean Energy at Colleges, Retires 
Carbon Credits 
SustainableBusiness.com News  

Chevy is rolling out an innovative program that offers US colleges and 
universities the opportunity to earn money when they increase their 
investment in energy efficiency and renewable energy on campus.  

The "Chevrolet Campus Clean Energy Campaign" is already buying 
renewable energy credits (RECs) from top performing schools when they 
make such upgrades. 

Chevy says their objective is simple: to "strengthen the clean energy 
systems across the country that we want to be powering electric vehicles 
like our Volt and Spark EV while retiring carbon credits to benefit the 
climate."  

Instead of selling the credits on the open market (where other 
organizations can buy them to continue polluting), Chevy will retire them 
to reduce US carbon emissions. 

Buying RECs from universities will give them 5-25% of the money they 
need to cover upfront costs that may stand in the way of more 
aggressively converting to clean energy or upgrading buildings. 

Campus carbon reductions are evaluated based on campus-wide 
performance or based on individual LEED-certified buildings. 

"Historically, campuses purchased other organizations' carbon credits to 
help achieve carbon neutrality," says Eban Goodstein, director of Bard 
College's Center for Environmental Policy. "Now they 
are earning revenues for the carbon reductions achieved right on their 
own sites, where the long-term clean energy benefits lie for their 
community." 

As you likely know, when an organization - be it a corporation or university 
- sets a goal to reduce carbon emissions, they often do it partially by 

deploying projects 
on the ground and 
the remainder by 
buying RECs. 

To develop the 
program, Chevy 
worked with an 
advisory team led 
by the Climate 
Neutral Business 
Network with 
support from the 

Bonneville 
Environmental 

Foundation, the 
U.S. Green Building Council and the Association for the Advancement of 
Sustainability in Higher Education. The method for measuring carbon 
reduction from projects is approved by the Verified Carbon Standard.  

Indiana's Ball State University is among the first to work with Chevy 
in converting from coal to the nation's biggest geothermal system:  

"Financing made available through Chevrolet can seed the creation of 
green revolving loan funds at colleges and universities ... which fund 
additional conservation and energy use reductions.  This is a virtuous 
circle that empowers campuses to pursue deep systems-thinking 
efficiencies.  It's a great way to find new roads to travel together towards a 
clean energy future," says Robert Koester, professor of architecture and 
Chair of Ball State University's Council on the Environment. 

The initiative is part of Chevy's Carbon Reduction Initiative, which is 
spending $40 million to reduce 8 million metric tons of carbon -  about the 
carbon absorption power of Yellowstone National Park's mature forest. 

<Source> 

Kerry announces ‘unique co-operative 

effort’ with China on climate change 

By Martin Pengelly in New York, for theguardian.com 

Secretary of 
State John Kerry 
on Saturday 
announced a 
―unique co-
operative effort‖ 
with China on 
the issue of 

combating 
climate change. 

In a press 
conference at a 

Beijing car-
making factory, 
the Cummins-
Foton Joint-

Venture Plant, which he visited as part of an Asia tour, Kerry said he and 
local representatives had ―succeeded in completing our agreement with 
respect to some steps we are going to take to move the climate change 
process forward‖. 

Kerry is scheduled to continue his tour, which started with talks in Seoul at 
which he heralded China‘s stance on North Korea‘s nuclear arsenal, with 
visits to Indonesia and Abu Dhabi. 

On Saturday, he continued: ―One of the most important challenges that 
we all face here in China, in America, in Europe and other countries … is 
how do we improve the quality of the air that we breathe and at the same 
time reduce the greenhouse gas emissions which contribute to climate 
change? To be successful, it is going to take the cooperation of China and 
the United States – not just our governments, but also our industries.‖ 

Kerry said China and the US, the world‘s largest emitters of greenhouse 
gas, had a ―special role‖ to play in reducing those emissions, and cited 
progress made on the issue during vice-president Joe Biden‘s visit to 
Beijing last year. 

Earlier this week, a Chinese report said pollution had made Beijing ―barely 
suitable‖ for living. The report ranked the capital second worst out of 40 
global cities for its environmental conditions – behind Moscow. Also this 
week, the Chinese government announced that it will spend up to 10bn 
yuan ($1.65bn) to fight air pollution. 

In January, overruling opposition from the UK, the European Union 
pledged to cut its greenhouse gas emissions by 40% by 2030. 

Kerry said: ―Last year, when I was here, we joined together with … 
China‘s leaders in what we call the Strategic and Economic Dialogue. 
Within this dialogue, we have launched five initiatives as part of our 
Climate Change Working Group. 

―I‘m very pleased to report today that we have completed implementation 
plans for those five initiatives on heavy-duty vehicles, on smart grid for the 
delivery of energy, on carbon capture, utilization and storage, on energy 
efficiency, and finally on collection and management of data. 

―I‘m very pleased to also announce today that the leaders of China have 
agreed to join us in a mutual effort – China and the United States will put 
an extra effort into exchanging information and discussing policies that will 
help both of us to be able to develop and lead on the standards that need 
to be announced next year for the global climate change agreement. 

―This is a unique cooperative effort between China and the United States, 
and we have hopes that it will help to set an example for global leadership 
and global seriousness on the issue of next year‘s climate change 
negotiation.‖ 

<ReadMore> 

 

John Kerry torques an engine bolt during a tour of the 
Foton Cummins Engine plant in Beijing. Photograph: 

Evan Vucci /AFP /Getty Images 
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The Future for LED Lighting: 

Improving Health & Mood 

SustainableBusiness.com News 

The NY Times posted a fascinating article on LED lamps; that they can - 
and will - be used for more than illumination. 

In the future, they could well be used to improve health, moods and food 
production by taking advantage of their ability to shift colors. 

Besides being the most energy efficient lighting technology to date, 
LEDs can be programmed to create light in multiple colors that can make 
you feel more alert, calm or sleepy.  

A company called Tabu, already makes a bulb that can be dimmed or 
programmed to change colors via your smartphone.  

And Philips sells a range of "energy-enhancing" lights, such as goLITE 
BLU which counteracts the "winter blues" through a panel of blue LEDs. It 
also has a Wake-up Light. 

"You have to start 
thinking of light as a 
drug," Terry McGowan, 
director of engineering 
for the American 
Lighting Association told 
the NY times  

A good drug, not a bad 
drug. Any artist knows 
that color affects mood. 
The blue end of the 
spectrum stimulates 
photoreceptors in the 
eyes that help you stay 

alert by reducing melatonin production (which puts you to sleep). When 
the amount of blue is reduced, melatonin production rises and you feel 
more relaxed and sleepy. 

This summer, Lighting Science says it will debut "Rhythm Downlight," 
which can adjust the amount of blue light using a smartphone app based 
on your sleep schedule.  

While the light won't visibly change in color or brightness, your circadian 
system will sense it, according to the company. 

Lighting manufacturers are also targeting innovations for hospitals and 
greenhouses. 

Philip's experimental HealWell system can change colors based on time 
of day, encouraging patients to wake up or feel more relaxed and sleep 
more easily. One study found that cardiology patients slept longer and 
experienced less depression when the LED was used, says the NY 
Times. 

They are a natural fit for greenhouses, where lighting is crucial for growing 
crops. With LEDs, that process can be fine-tuned by using specific hues 
of color. 

"We find the optimal light recipe for the grower," Udo van Slooten, general 
manager for horticulture at Philips Lighting, told the NY Times. 

Soon, LEDs will be outfitted with sensors. That would enable them direct 
light based on how many people are in a room and their location, and the 
lighting intensity could be raised or lowered depending on the age of the 
people in the room (older people may not see as well, needing more 
intense light). Combined with facial recognition technology they could 
identify stressed medical patients and tone down the hue to more calming 
values. 

Read the full article: 

Website: www.nytimes.com/2014/02/06/technology/personaltech/leds-
change-thinking-about-the-light-bulb.html 

<Source> 

Skin-whitening creams reveal the dark 

side of the beauty industry 

Capitalising on ideas of racial hierarchies and intolerance, companies 
continue to peddle products that betray their corporate values 

By Tansy Hoskins, Guardian Professional 

 

A Bangkok shopper next to an advert for light skin. Photograph: Sakchai Lalit/AP 

Skin-whitening cosmetics are a multi-billion dollar industry pushing the 
idea that beauty equates with white skin and that lightening dark skin is 
both achievable and preferable. 

The cosmetics industry has traditionally relied on convincing people that 
they are incomplete without a particular product. Yet, unlike makeup or 
fake tan, skin-whitening creams base beauty on a racial hierarchy, fuelling 
intolerance and causing serious social harm. 

In a country such as India, the dominance of fair skin has both a colonial 
and a caste legacy and the global narrative is that those at the top of 
society have fair skin. With issues such as employment and relationships 
often resting on skin tone, people invest in skin-whitening creams in the 
hope of a better existence. Capitalising on this inequality, hundreds of 
products are peddled by corporations, among them armpit whitener, 
genital whitener and fairness baby oil. 

In countries such as India and Thailand it is difficult to find beauty 
products that do not claim to have lightening or whitening properties, and 
a recently launched celebrity backed product in Nigeria sold out within 24 
hours. Many global corporations are involved in this market, such as 
Unilever, which sells Fair and Lovely, Pond's White Beauty and the 
Vaseline and Dove whitening ranges. 

Challenging this climate of discrimination is Women of Worth, an Indian 
NGO called that has founded the Dark is Beautiful campaign. The 
campaign's director, Kavitha Emmanuel, says the project resulted from 
work with children and young people. "The issue of skin colour kept 
coming up. We saw how it makes young people – especially young girls – 
feel as if they're not good enough. 

"Skin colour bias affects people psychologically. It affects how a child 
performs in school because their confidence level goes down: they feel 
they are not good enough. And when it comes to marriage, we again find 
skin colour plays such a vital role. We thought, 'Why are we keeping quiet 
about this? We should talk about this and see how people respond.'" 

In January, Emmanuel delivered a petition of 30,000 signatures to 
cosmetics company Emami, calling on them to withdraw a particularly 
discriminatory advert for Fair and Handsome. She recalls the words of 
Emami's managing director: "There is a need in our society for fairness 
creams, so we are meeting that need." He refused to withdraw the ad. 
Undeterred, Dark is Beautiful is lobbying the Advertising Council of India 
to legislate against adverts that discriminate against dark skin. 

Skin colour, along with hair and eye colour, is genetically determined by 
the amount of melanin found in the top layers of skin…….. 

<ReadMore> 
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Unprecedented trade wind strength is 

shifting global warming to the oceans, 

but for how much longer? 

By Dana Nuccitelli, for theguardian.com  

Research looking at 
the effects of Pacific 
Ocean cycles has 
been gradually 
piecing together the 
puzzle explaining 
why the rise of 
global surface 
temperatures has 
slowed over the past 
10 to 15 years. A 

new study just 
published in Nature 
Climate Change, led 

by  Matthew England at the University of New South Wales, adds yet 
another piece to the puzzle by examining the influence of Pacific trade 
winds. 

While the rate of surface temperature warming has slowed in recent 
years, several studies have shown that the warming of the planet as a 

whole has not. This 
suggests that the 
slowed surface warming 
is not due as much to 
external factors like 
decreased solar activity 
or more pollutants in the 
atmosphere blocking 
sunlight, but more due 
to internal factors 
shifting the heat into the 
oceans. In particular, 
the rate at which the 
deep oceans have 
warmed over the past 
10 to 15 years is 
unprecedented in the 
past half century. 

Research led by 
Masahiro Watanabe of 

the Japanese 
Atmosphere and Ocean 
Research Institute 

suggests this is mainly due to more efficient transfer of heat to the deep 
oceans. Consistent with model simulations led by Gerald Meehl, 
Watanabe finds that we sometimes expect ―hiatus decades‖ to occur, 
when surface air temperatures don‘t warm because more heat is 
transferred to the deep ocean layers. A paper published last year by Yu 
Kosaka and Shang-Ping Xie from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
found that accounting for the changes in Pacific Ocean surface 
temperatures allowed their model to reproduce the slowed global surface 
warming over the past 10 to 15 years. However, the mechanism causing 
these Pacific Ocean changes has remained elusive. 

The new study published by Matthew England‘s team helps explain how 
and why more heat is being funneled into the deeper ocean layers. The 
study indicates that a dramatic acceleration in equatorial trade winds, 
associated with a negative phase of a cycle called the Interdecadal Pacific 
Oscillation (IPO) has invigorated the circulation of the Pacific Ocean. This 
has caused more heat from the surface to be mixed down into deeper 
ocean layers, while bringing cooler waters to the surface. The 
combination of these two processes cools global surface temperatures.  

<ReadMore> 

Why Latin America is a fertile 
ground for green tech industries 
Rapid urbanisation has made south and central America an attractive 
testbed for innovation in sustainable living 

By Gavin O'Toole, Guardian Professional 

Latin America is becoming a global arena for green innovation as foreign 
companies head for the 
region to partner with a 
rapidly growing local 
lean technology sector. 

Abundant resources, 
favourable regulations 
and government, and 
multilateral initiatives 
are nurturing 
international 
collaboration in the race 
to commercialise 
sustainable technology. 
And as the costs of 
technologies such as solar PV fall, a favourable investment climate is 
enabling local market entrants to become competitive and scale up. 

"Green tech industries are growing fast in Latin America. The environment 
has been transformed in the past five years," explains Luis Aguirre-
Torres, chief executive of Green Momentum, a consultancy based 
in Mexico City. "I have seen a significant increase in investment, both in 
the development of technology and in project development, and large 
European or North American companies are flocking to Mexico, Brazil, 
Colombia and other countries to launch projects." 

There are no estimates of the size of the sustainable technology market in 
Latin America but the scale of investment in renewable energy offers a 
clue: the Climatescope 2013 report says the region captured $16.8bn 
(£10.2bn), or 6%, of global clean energy investment in 2012. 

Renewable energy has been the main focus of innovation, and bodies 
such as the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) have an optimistic 
outlook for the region. According to GTM Research, Latin America is 
already the global frontier for unsubsidised solar markets. 

IDB energy specialist Arnaldo Vieira de Carvalho says: "Latin America 
already has an energy matrix that is cleanest of all regions: in terms of 
power generation, we have almost 70% renewables – three times the 
world average." 

Brazil leads the field as a hydro power giant with the world's largest 
potential wind resources and vast biomass capacity, but renewables in 
Central America have grown rapidly; Mexico is challenging Brazil in wind, 
leads the region in solar and has huge geothermal reserves. 

The potential scale of Brazil's green economy hints at the overall size of 
this market, with the Carbon Trust pointing to the country's "$200bn low 
carbon opportunity". In 2013 the UK's Technology Strategy Board (TSB) 
led 17 clean tech companies on a successful trip to the country. 

Several factors are driving the growth of sustainable technology in Latin 
America. The region is turning to new green solutions for old development 
problems typified by the pollution, water shortages, waste disposal and 
traffic congestion challenges of its cities. Rapid urbanisation has made it a 
testbed for mass transit systems, and its built environment and young 
population lend themselves to sustainable housing experiments. 

Natural resources are the main source of growth and according to José 
Miguel Benavente, head of the IDB's IT and innovation division, as 
technology used in traditional sectors such as mining has barely changed 
in 50 years. "The obvious problem with natural resources is that they 
generate negative externalities, and most of this production is in the form 
of what engineers call 'continuous processes' – it's very difficult to make 
changes through technological improvements." 

<ReadMore> 
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Strengthening trade winds in the Pacific are causing more 
global warming to be mixed into the deep ocean layers. 

Photograph: PA 

Top frame: Global surface temperature anomalies. 
Bottom frame: Pacific wind stress anomalies. From 

England et al. (2014). 

Mexico city: Latin America has become a hub for 
green tech companies. Photograph: Alamy 
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India Moves to Restore Forest 

Cover 
SustainableBusiness.com News 

India is about to get greener. Literally. The Green India Mission (GIM) has 
been given a final nod of approval from the government. 

First proposed in 2011, the effort doesn‘t refer to the greening of business 
or energy systems, but the restoration of 10 million hectares of forest 
cover across the country. 

India‘s Cabinet is expected to appropriate $2 billion for the project in the 
very near future.  

The goal is to restore 5 million hectares of degraded forest land and 
to bring another 5 million hectares of non-forest areas under forest cover. 
Returning these lands to sustainably managed forests will create and 
enhance carbon sinks, biodiversity and sustainable forest-based 
livelihoods for the people who live there.  

The need for such a 
project is underscored 
by a study conducted at 
Canada‘s Concordia 
University which lists 
India and Brazil as one 
of the top seven 
countries most 
―responsible‖ for 
climate change, largely 
due to deforestation-
related carbon 
emissions. If GIM‘s 10-
year reforestation 
targets are met official‘s 

estimate India will see annual carbon sequestration of 50-60 million tons 
by 2020. Forests would then offset 6% of the country's greenhouse gases, 
up from 4.5% without replanting.  

But it‘s not just about planting as many trees as possible. GIM ―proposes 
a fundamental shift in mindset from our traditional focus of merely 
increasing the quantity of our forest cover, towards increasing the quality 
of our forest cover and improving provision of ecosystem services,‖ 
explains India‘s Ministry of Environment and Forests.  

The Ministry points to similar programs in China, which have been 
reforesting much of the forest cover destroyed during the Maoist 
era. China‘s Three Norths Shelterbelt Development Program - the ―Great 
Green Wall‖ - has been reforesting since the 1970s in an attempt 
to prevent expansion of the Gobi Desert. China‘s Sloping Land 
Conversion Program plants trees on sloping farm lands to prevent erosion 
during floods.  

After being widely criticized for creating plantations instead of native 
forests (by planting non-native trees), China revised the program.  

The same concerns exist in India. In the past, in the name of 
reforestation, GIM established tree plantations, allowing the government 
to gobble up common lands, destroy the rich biodiversity of natural open 
forests and grasslands, and violate the rights of people already living 
there.  

Proponents of the plan say GIM now has ―a clear focus on enhancing 
biodiversity, restoring ecosystems and habitat diversity‖ and ―a deliberate 
and major focus on autonomy and decentralization.‖ Forests will be 
restored at the local level by the people who live there. It's expected to 
create sustainable forest-based livelihoods for three million households. 

Going forward, India's Ministry of Environment and Forests also proposes 
compensation when forests are converted to other purposes - an equal 
amount of land must be reforested. 

Funding could come from India's recently approved Corporate  
Responsibility law, which requires all large companies to kick in 2% 
of annual net profits for socially responsible projects. 

The National Mission for a Green India is one of the eight Missions under 
the National Action Plan on Climate Change. The government says, 
"GIM recognizes that climate change phenomena will 

seriously affect and alter the distribution, type and quality of natural 
resources of the country and the associated livelihoods of the people. 
GIM acknowledges the influences that the forestry sector has on 
environmental amelioration through climate mitigation, food security, 
water security, biodiversity conservation and livelihood security of forest 
dependent communities. 

<Source> 

India Plans to Install 26 Million 
Solar-powered Water Pumps 
By Katherine Tweed  

India‘s government wants 
to replace 26 million 
groundwater pumps for 
irrigation with more efficient 
pumps that run on solar 
power, in an effort to relieve 
farmers of high costs of 
diesel fuel. Diesel 
generators are commonly 
used when grid power is 
unavailable, a not 
uncommon occurrence. 
And the power used for 
pumping irrigation water is also one of the largest strains on the Indian 
power grid. 

The initiative is expected to require $US 1.6 billion in investment in the 
next five years just to switch out the first 200 000 pumps, according to 
Bloomberg. 

Pumping water is critical for Indian agriculture, which otherwise relies on 
seasonal rain. It's also very contentious—Indian farmers are currently 
drawing more water than is sustainable, removing about 212 million 
megaliters from the ground each year to irrigate about 35 million hectares. 

One of the risks of switching to solar pumps, however, is that farmers may 
use even more water than they currently do with expensive diesel 
generators. To combat that unintended consequence, the farmers who 
accept the subsidies to purchase the solar water pumps must switch to 
drip irrigation. The state of Punjab is also offering subsidies for drip 
irrigation.  

The government thinks the upside of solar pumps will outweigh the risks. 
―The potential is huge,‖ Tarun Kapoor, joint secretary at India‘s Ministry of 
New and Renewable Energy, told Bloomberg. ―Irrigation pumps may be 
the single largest application for solar in the country.‖ 

Falling prices of solar panels means that the payback for a solar water 
pump system is about one to four years, Ajay Coel, CEO of Tata Power 
Solar Systems, told Bloomberg. Some state governments in India are 
subsidizing most of the cost of the systems because it helps eliminate the 
billions of dollars in annual farm diesel subsidies that go to farmers. 

Agriculture isn‘t the only sector that the government is trying to wean off of 
heavily subsidized diesel. Mandates will require 75 percent of rural and 33 
percent of urban telecom towers to run on renewables by 2020.  

Solar powered ―water ATMs‖ are also bringing clean water to rural India. 
All of this activity is part of why India is expected to be the fifth largest 
market for solar PV by 2015. It is not just small, rural projects to supplant 
diesel, either. India has plans for a 4-gigawatt solar PV plant, which would 
nearly triple the country‘s solar capacity and be the largest in the world. 

<Source> 
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3 MW Anaerobic Digestion Biogas 

Plant Expected at Indian Compost 

Facility 

By Ben Messenger, Managing Editor, waste-management-world 

German anaerobic digestion technology is likely to be installed at an 
Indian composting facility for the production of biogas for use in energy 
generation, according to a recent report by The Times of India. 

The report explained that a delegation of 25 people visited the Nashik 
Municipal Corporation's 
(NMC) compost plant in 
Vilholi, including officials 
from the department of 
economic affairs (ministry 
of finance), German 
Government's nodal 
agency, Gesellschaft fur 

Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit's (GIZ), 
state government and 
selected public sector 

representatives. 

The delegates are also reported to have met municipal commissioner 
Sanjay Khandare and superintending engineer, R. K. Pawar before 
visiting the plant. 

The NMC was said to having decided to manage the compost facility 
through public private partnership, with GIZ providing funds for the biogas 
project. 

According to The Times of India, Sarah Habersack, consultant for 
sustainable urban habitat team and the project of national sanitation 
policy, GIZ, said the waste to energy project would be developed as a 
pilot plant in close proximity to the composting plant. 

"At present, the project is in the tendering process. Common treatment of 
bio-degradable waste from hotels and septage (black sewage) will be 
done to have optimum energy production,‖ she is reported to have said. 

―Hamburg Water Cycle (Germany) will be the technology adopted for the 
purpose. First, a feasibility test was conducted and it was found that the 
best generation of energy would be in the ratio of 1:1.5, including one part 
of bio-degradable waste and one-and-a-half part of black sewage," The 
Times of India quoted Habersack as having said. 

It is anticipated that the pilot project would produce around 2000 to 2500 
cubic metres of biogas per hour and generate some 3 MW of power. 

<Source> 

Indian researchers develop method to 

convert plastic waste into liquid fuel 

Washington, Jan. 28 (ANI): A team of researchers have developed a 
relatively low-temperature process to convert certain kinds of plastic 
waste into liquid fuel as a way to re-use discarded plastic bags and other 
products. 

Chemist Achyut Kumar Pandaof Centurion University of Technology and 
Management Odisha, India is working with chemical engineer 
Raghubansh Kumar Singh of the National Institute of Technology, Orissa, 
India, to develop a commercially viable technology for efficiently 
rendering LDPE into a liquid fuel. 

In their approach, the team heats the plastic waste to between 400 and 
500 Celsius over a kaolin catalyst. 

This causes the plastic's long chain polymer chains to break apart in a 
process known as thermo-catalytic degradation. This releases large 
quantities of much smaller, carbon-rich molecules. 

The team used the analytical technique of gas chromatography coupled 
mass spectrometry to characterize these product molecules and found the 

components of their liquid fuel to be mainly paraffins and olefins 10 to 16 
carbon atoms long. This, they explain, makes the liquid fuel very similar 

chemically to conventional petrochemical fuels. 

In terms of the catalyst, Kaolin is a clay mineral - containing aluminum 
and silicon. It acts as a catalyst by providing a large reactive surface on 
which the polymer molecules can sit and so be exposed to high 
temperature inside the batch reactor, which breaks them apart. 

The team optimized the reaction at 450 Celsius a temperature with the 
lowest amount of kaolin at which more than 70 per cent of the liquid fuel is 
produced. In other words, for every kilogram of waste plastic they could 
produce 700 grams of liquid fuel. 

The study has been published in the International Journal of Environment 
and Waste Management. (ANI) 

Achyut Kumar Panda, LDPE, Kaolin 

<Source> 

Delhi Metro awarded for energy 
efficiency 
Delhi,Business/Economy,  

For its energy efficient measures, the Delhi Metro has become the first rail 
system in the world to be awarded the Gold Standard foundation -- a 
globally accepted certification standard for carbon mitigation projects, a 
statement said Sunday. 

The Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) registered for the certification 
as the energy efficiency measures undertaken in 51 of its stations in 
phase II qualified under the criterion verified by the auditors. 

"The energy efficiency measures have been undertaken primarily in the 
heating, venting and air conditioning systems, lighting system and other 
energy efficient measures of station buildings," said DMRC statement. 

"All these steps lead to tremendous amount of energy savings and is 
more efficient than phase I and thus results in reduction of carbon dioxide 
emissions by at least 25 percent," it added. 

Compared to the United Nations rate for one carbon credit (70 cents), the 
Gold Standard carbon offset carries a price premium (4-5 Euros). 

In 2008, the DMRC was registered by the UN under the clean 
development mechanism which has enabled it to earn over Rs.9.5 crore 
as carbon credits through measures like regenerative braking, wherein 
the kinetic energy released from the application of brakes is used to 
accelerate the train. 

With the Gold Standard registration, the DMRC is hoping to earn around 
7,500 credits annually for the next ten years. 

"We are also working on other projects to get them registered under Gold 
Standard," the Delhi Metro said. 

<Source> 
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Potable water quality to be 

improved in India with 

innovative treatment system 
Regions of India will soon receive cost- and energy-efficient drinking 
water with an innovative European water treatment technology stemmed 
from a €2.2 million (US $3.0 million) Europe/India collaborative research 
project. 

Called ECO-India, the three-year project is co-funded by the European 
Commission's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) and the Indian 
Department of Science and Technology (DST). It will run until August 
2015 and is focused on developing innovative and sustainable 
approaches for producing potable water at a community level. The first 
rural community deployment is set for West Bengal, India. 

Coordinated by the Tyndall National Institute in Cork, Ireland, the €1.7 
million (US $2.3 million) FP7 consortium represents a world-class 
interdisciplinary research team from three research institutes -- Tyndall-
UCC, Danmarks Tekniske Universitet (DTU), Helmholtz-Zentrum für 
Umweltforschung GmbH (UFZ) -- and four SMEs (Trustwater, Adelphi, 
Dryden Aqua, and AGM). 

 

Dr. Aidan Quinn (right), co-ordinator of the ECO-India EU consortium, and 
Dr. Howard Dryden (left) with the cutting-edge integrated European 
systems for water disinfection (Trustwater ECO-Trio) and filtration 
(Dryden Aqua AFM, background) due to be shipped to India for 

installation at a rural community pilot site in West Bengal 

(Photo credit: Hume Brophy) 

The FP7 consortium will develop energy-efficient systems for advanced 
filtration and disinfection of drinking water supplies from surface-water 
ponds and groundwater tube wells, which suffer from arsenic 
contamination using Dryden Aqua and Trustwater technology. In addition, 
UFZ will lead the development of field-deployable arsenic sensors for 
screening tube-wells, while an online system developed by AGM will 
enable remote monitoring of water quality. 

Tyndall-UCC will focus on the development of novel capacitive modules 
for the removal of ions from brackish surface water and heavy-metal ions 
(especially arsenic) from groundwater as well as development of novel 
sensors for monitoring dissolved oxygen. The overall system will be solar-
powered with mains/battery backup. DTU will also lead a feasibility study 
for assessing energy harvesting via biogas from wastewater.  

The EU team partners with the €500,000 (US $685,300) DST-funded 
ECO-India consortium, co-ordinated by Professor Asis Mazumdar from 
Jadavpur University. The consortium also includes the Indian Institute of 
Technology Kharagpur, as well as an SME, Super Technicians. 

Collaborating with Jadavpur University and Adelphi GmbH (the 
collaboration managers for the project), the European systems will be 
installed alongside conventional water filtration systems in order to 
demonstrate their performance in a harsh rural environment and to 
assess their potential for sustainable, cost- and energy-efficient treatment 
of potable water. 

<Source> 

 

A green solution for waste 

management miseries 
Source Name: Times of India 

Source Url: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/kochi/A-green-solution-
for-waste-management-miseries/articleshow/29629985.cms 

KOTTAYAM: For Dr Jogi Abraham, organic waste is precious. The 
kitchen of his dental laboratory at Vadavathoor where food is cooked for 
over 60 individuals, thrice a day, runs on the biomethane produced from 
the biogas plants in his compound. 

 He has also developed a system to produce Compressed Natural Gas 
(CNG) from this biogas, which he uses to fuel his SUV. And all this 
happens at a stone's throw away from the dumping yard at Vadavathoor 
where the authorities are yet to work out a plan for waste management. 

"It all started as a hobby and for a social cause. Staying in the affinity of 
the yard, the issue of waste management was always in the back of my 
mind. I spent a lot of time to learn from the internet," said Abraham about 
the inspiration behind developing the model. 

 "I also wanted people to see my model and realize that waste can be 
managed usefully," added Abraham, who is a dental surgeon and had 
undergone extensive training in dental technology in Germany. His lab 
here deals with the making of dental crowns and tooth bridges out of 
ceramics. 

 Abraham has installed three Deenbandhu biogas units, which are fixed 
underground digester chambers, constructed with a layer of bricks and an 
additional layer of cement mortar forming the roof. Waste is fed into the 
plant through an inlet tank. 

The waste ferments by an anaerobic process separating the slurry from 
the methane gas, which rises and collects at the top of the digester tank, 
and is released through the gas outlet pipe. 

The slurry passes into the outlet tank where it is ejected from the plant 
and is used as fertilizer for his vegetable garden. 

 The methane released is collected in the biogas storage bags. 

 "Each biogas plant has a capacity of 100kg," said Abraham. With the 
domestic waste not sufficient to make the required quantity, waste from 
two poultry shops are also fed into the plant. 

 A portion of the methane collected is pumped into the kitchen to develop 
some pressure. Bio-CNG is also produced for fuelling vehicles. "By a 
process of biogas enrichment, carbon dioxide and other impurities are 
removed from methane to make it natural gas. Then the process of 
biomethylation is done through a process called water scrubbing," he 
said. 

The resulting gas is dried through filters and is compressed to CNG. 

He has imported a special CNG compressor from China for this. 

 "I have done this to show people and authorities that such units can be 
installed successfully here," he said. 

<Source> 
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Indian microgrids seek to bring 
millions out of darkness 
By David Ferris 

Bharath Kumar was 
furious that the lights 
went out an hour 
early. His candy-
making operation in 
the village of 
Tamkuha, in northern 
India, had been 
plunged into darkness 
at mid-batch, forcing 
him to use a weak, 

battery-powered 
lantern to manage his 
boiling pots. 

"If I knew that the 
power would be shut 

off an hour earlier, I would not have mixed the sugar in the flour," he 
fumed. "This is not the first time. I will keep a record of when the power is 
switched off every night and show this when they come for collections." 

People everywhere complain about the power company, but Kumar's 
power company has an unusual challenge. Husk Power provides light 
bulbs and a small amount of electricity to about 200,000 people in 300 
tiny farming villages across the state of Bihar that never have been 
touched by the electric grid. Each village has a generator powered by 
burning and gasifying rice husks, a byproduct of farming that otherwise is 
wasted. 

The six-year-old company is one of numerous startups trying to build 
carbon-free or low-emissions microgrids to light up rural villages across 
India. The need is enormous. Roughly 300 million Indians living in 80 
million households — about a quarter of the country's population of 1.2 
billion — do not have access to electricity. According to the World Bank, 
per capita electricity consumption in India, centered mainly in cities and 
towns, is 684 kilowatt hours — just 1/20th of the United States' per-capita 
consumption of 13,246 kilowatt hours. 

Nearly all microgrids in India are powered by solar photovoltaic panels, 
with the exception of 20 to 30 networks that run on hydropower in the 
states of Karnataka and Uttarakhand and the biomass-powered grids 
operated by Husk. To date, microgrids provide just a tiny fraction of India's 
overall power needs. Although no comprehensive statistics exist on the 
number of microgrids, a conservative count shows that they serve at least 
125,000 households in India, divided mostly between large, government-

sponsored projects in 
the North Indian 
states of Chhattisgarh 
and West Bengal and 
private ventures 
centered on Uttar 
Pradesh and Bihar. 
Uttar Pradesh and 
Bihar are among the 

most rural and least 
electrified states in 
India — a countryside 

packed with tens of millions of people, united by darkness. 

India's Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, through its National Solar 
Mission, has set the highly ambitious goal of replacing kerosene lamps 
with 20 million solar lighting systems — powered by microgrids, solar 
panels on individual homes or solar lanterns — by 2022. The microgrid 
sector is dominated by smaller enterprises such as four I visited in 
India: Mera Gao Power, Naturetech Infrastructure,Minda 
NexGenTech and Husk. Most microgrid entrepreneurs hope their 
trajectory will follow that of the mobile-phone industry, which starting in 

the late 1990s transformed life in the countryside by bypassing land lines 
and enabling villagers to communicate with the outside world. The goal 
with microgrids is to bypass altogether India's inadequate power system 
and troubled grid.  

"We argue that that villages and remote hamlets that are off the main grid 
can leapfrog into sustainable power access via solar PV (photovoltaic) 
mini-grids as a long-term solution rather than as a stop-gap until the time 
the grid comes," says a report on solar microgrids written by the 
Observers Research Foundation of Mumbai. "An Energy Revolution akin 
to the Green Revolution in Agriculture in the '70s needs to be brought 
about." 

Companies leading the charge 

Microgrid companies such as Mera Gao Power offer a modest and rapidly 
installed infrastructure, serving as few as 20 customers from a small set of 
solar panels that often produce only a few kilowatts. One day in a village 
in Uttar Pradesh, I saw how easy it is to install a microgrid. A team of four 
workers from Mera Gao strung lights to about 40 households. They 
attached the cables along house eaves and through the trees. (In other 
towns, installers use the abandoned poles of failed government power 
projects.) With the addition of two solar panels and a bank of lead-acid 
batteries, the system was good to go. 

Mera Gao's customers pay about 100 rupees — $1.60 — and receive 
enough electricity to power two LED lights and a mobile phone charger for 
seven hours a night. Husk can supply about 400 households from one of 
its rice husk gasifiers. Two stories tall and painted green, the gasifiers are 
usually situated near the center of town, next to a giant pile of rice husks 
and surrounded by a rickety fence. Also for 100 rupees, a Husk user gets 
two CFL light bulbs and a cellphone charger, along with a power cable 
that supplies electricity for five hours a night.  

The potential market for microgrids is huge, and the prospect of so many 
customers has made microgrids primarily a private-sector and profit-
motivated enterprise. The leaders include small startups hoping to do 
social good, a multinational solar power company and veterans of the 
cellphone industry. A report by the World Resources Institute and the 
Center for Development Finance estimates that the market for microgrids 
in India and other clean energy consumer products could reach $2.1 
billion annually.  

These startups' 
prospects might be 
extinguished in a 
moment if regular 
power lines 
marched into the 
villages. But the 
electrical grid in 
India already is 
overtaxed; an 
estimated 25 
percent of India's 
power generation 

capacity is 
underused because 
of fuel shortages 

and other problems. The main supplier of power in India — the coal 
industry — also is hobbled by deep structural problems and the growing 
reluctance of international funders to build new coal plants. 

By illuminating an entire village at once, a microgrid can spread light more 
quickly than handouts of solar-powered lanterns. It also can scale up far 
faster than traditional power lines, often promised in India but seldom 
delivered. By deriving their power from biomass or solar panels, 
microgrids raise the possibility that large regions could stay off the coal-
fired power grid forever, shaving a significant chunk off the world's future 
carbon budget. Whoever finds the business model for providing cheap, 
reliable, local power will help pull 300 million Indians from the 19th century 
into the 21st century, with vastly expanded opportunities for education 
and commerce. 

<ReadMore> 
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This article originally appeared at Yale Environment 360. 

Naturetech Infrastructure solar microgrid model 
(Credit: Naturetech) 

Children in India read with the help of Mera Gao 
Power lighting (Credit: MGP/Anna da Costa) 

http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2014/01/31/indian-microgrids-solar-bring-millions-out-darkness?page=full
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Forthcoming Events 

Second International Conference 
on Sustainable Human 

Development 
April 2nd and 3rd , 2014  

London, UK 
The second annual conference on Sustainable Human 

Development is being organized in the campus of Brunel 

University on 2nd and 3rd April, 2014. The conference aims to 

provide the leading forum for debate on issues of importance to 

society at large. Through a structured programme of research 

presentations, seminars, posters, demonstrations and exhibition, 

it is intended that participants will gain new insights, knowledge 

and competencies of relevance to the betterment of life in a 

sustainable way. Scholars and policy makers will have the 

opportunity to engage in discussion on the pressing problems 

facing long-term viability and sustainability of societies, including 

considerations for diversity and well-being of local communities 

in reaction to the challenges posed by growing globalization and 

development. Major themes of the conference are Diversity, 

Knowledge Management and Economy, Sustainability, Well-

being and Society and Technology. These include topics related 

to environment, energy efficiency, energy conservation, climate 

change, water management, waste management, biodiversity, 

education and awareness about sustainability, CSR and so 

several relevant and important topics.    

<ReadMore> 

 

RSA Global Conference 2014  

From Vulnerable Places to Resilient 

Territories: The Path to Sustainable 

Development 

27th – 30th April, 2014 

Fortaleza, Brazil 
 
The Regional Studies Association Global Conference 2014 (RSA 

2014) is being organized in Fortaleza, Brazil between 27
th
 and 

30
th

 April, 2014. The RSA 2014 Global Conference in Brazil will 

focus on thinking about paths, policies and ideas to strengthen 

vulnerable places and to develop cohesive and resilient 

territories. This conference offers to all those who share an 

interest in regional and urban issues an opportunity to explore 

and discuss these key issues. The discussions will be stimulated 

and enriched by the RSA‘s well established tradition of 

embracing and accepting diverse perspective, disciplinary 

backgrounds and ideas. One of the major themes is 

Sustainability – Climate Change, Environment, Energy and Food 

Security. The conference also has a special session on Global 

Urban Environmental Change, Health and Well-being.  

 

<ReadMore> 

 

4th Global Conference: Living 
Responsibly 

6th – 8th May, 2014 

Lisbon (Portugal) 

The Fourth Global Conference: Living Responsibly is being organized in Hotel Real Palácio, 

Lisbon, Portugal between 6
th

 and 8
th

 May, 2014. The focus theme of the conference is about the 

ethical issues in everyday life, it will facilitate dialogue about what it means to behave ethically; 

what motivates ethical behaviour, and how we can live in ways that are respectful of others and 

respectful of the planet. The topics of interest include food, and climate change & global 

warming. Ethical decisions are faced every day, whether people are aware of it or not. The 

decisions have ethical significance. People have to decide what they will eat and where they 

should shop for food, clothes and the other essentials of modern life. One has to decide how far 

he is willing to share with others who have less. The conference is expected to induce make 

people think more positively and contribute towards sustainability. 

<ReadMore> 

 

http://ishud2014.eduservgroup.com/wp/
http://www.regionalstudies.org/conferences/cfp/special-session-ssc.-global-urban-environmental-change-health-and-well-bein
http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/probing-the-boundaries/persons/ethics-everyday-life/call-for-papers/
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